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From the Director

When most people think of the American justice system, they likely picture a courtroom with lawyers, a judge, and a jury waiting to determine the facts of the case and provide a just outcome. But the majority of people “found guilty” in America never stand trial: their fate is determined in a courthouse hallway or prosecutor’s office via a quick conversation between attorneys.

Plea bargaining is more a part of the American justice system than the formal trial and, in fact, makes up the vast majority of criminal justice transactions today. Only 2 percent of federal criminal cases—and a similar number of state cases—are brought to trial. More than 90 percent of convictions, at both federal and state levels, are the result of guilty pleas. Plea bargaining is so fundamental to the system that even in 1970, Chief Justice Warren Burger of the U.S. Supreme Court estimated that a 10 percent reduction in guilty pleas would require doubling the amount of judicial capacity in the system. Scholars in recent years have suggested that the criminal legal system could be brought to a halt by a mass refusal to plead guilty.

And yet little is known about plea bargaining. Pleas are offered and retracted at the unfettered discretion of prosecutors. Bargains themselves are undocumented and largely unchallenged, save for a few formal questions meant to establish that the plea is “voluntary, intelligent, and knowing.” To understand plea bargaining, then, we must depend on a small but growing body of research. Through interviews, data gathered by courts, and other means, scholars are attempting to understand the factors that influence plea bargaining as well as whether a plea bargain is a “bargain” at all.

These studies are vital to understanding a process that is so central to how the criminal legal system currently operates, but they remain woefully inadequate and incomplete. The sheer lack of trials, for example, means that it is difficult to find analogous cases to compare to those that end in pleas. In addition, the dynamic and recursive nature of bargaining is difficult to isolate into discrete questions for study. Finally, the most important voices—the people subject to these bargains—are largely absent from these studies. Instead, data is provided by police, courts, prosecutors, and jails. This one-sided understanding of the bargain explains a good deal about how the legal characteristics of a case, or pressures such as increasing caseloads, drive prosecutorial bargaining, but it offers little insight into the reasons that people trade their right to a trial for a faster and more certain conviction.

But why does it matter?

The history of the American justice system is a history of mass incarceration, with wildly disparate consequences for Black and white people. We are faced with substantial evidence that people are put in untenable positions after arrest. They are kept in jails away from their families and communities if they cannot afford cash bail or an attorney to argue
for them. And although representation is guaranteed, the tremendous caseload borne by public defenders means that "representation" before trial is likely to be perfunctory and impersonal. Pretrial incarceration has been definitively linked to the likelihood of conviction, and most convictions are obtained via plea. And although the Supreme Court has indicated that even knowing you may be put to death if you face trial is not “coercive” pressure to plead guilty, it is difficult to say that an incarcerated person faced with the loss of their income, housing, family, and community is truly free to make a choice. Even after people return to their communities, a conviction—whether it stems from a guilty plea or a jury verdict—carries collateral consequences that will follow them for years, if not the rest of their lives.

Today, the American justice system is in crisis, but it is also in a moment of unique opportunity. This review and analysis of the available literature on plea bargaining—released by Vera and the Safety and Justice Challenge—represents decades of work by dozens of scholars. It brings light to the shadowed hallways where the majority of justice is transacted and new attention to the ways the criminal legal system has become an ad hoc administrative process.
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Introduction

The common narrative in popular culture is that criminal justice is meted out in courthouses around the country. Facts about a particular case inevitably emerge from adversarial proceedings in which prosecutors and defense attorneys go to battle in open court over matters of fact and law, juries decide whether people are guilty or not guilty, and judges determine appropriate punishments.1 People have their days in court, and the public—including victims, if there are any—witness whether justice is done.2

By one estimate, a criminal case is disposed of by plea bargaining every two seconds during a typical work day in America.

In fact, criminal trials are rare.3 Instead, most criminal cases that result in conviction—97 percent in large urban state courts in 2009, and 90 percent in federal court in 2014—are adjudicated through guilty pleas.4 Of these, researchers estimate that more than 90 percent are a result of plea bargaining—an informal and unregulated process by which prosecutors and defense counsel negotiate charging and sentencing concessions in exchange for guilty pleas and waivers of constitutionally guaranteed trial rights.5 Indeed, by one estimate, a criminal case is disposed of by plea bargaining every two seconds during a typical work day in America.6 Negotiated deals to resolve criminal cases are so ubiquitous that Justice
Anthony Kennedy of the U.S. Supreme Court stated in 2012 that “criminal justice today is for the most part a system of pleas, not a system of trials.”

Plea deals—which are entirely within the discretion of a prosecutor to offer (or accept)—typically include one or more of the following:

- the dismissal of one or more charges, and/or agreement to a conviction to a lesser offense (known as “charge bargaining”);
- an agreement to a more lenient sentence, which can cover both type of sanction—custodial or community-based—and length (known as “sentence bargaining”); and
- an agreement to stipulate to a version of events that omits certain facts that would statutorily expose a person to harsher penalties (known as “fact bargaining”).

Most criminal cases are resolved by plea bargaining.

Researchers estimate that more than 90% of criminal cases that end in conviction are the result of plea bargaining...
Plea negotiations can be quick and straightforward or long and complicated—or anywhere in between. When there are no legal issues in dispute, or in cases in which it is likely that the prosecution will prevail, plea negotiations can be superficial—with people taking given deals without any negotiation or counteroffer. This is especially so in cases of misdemeanors, infractions, and other lesser offenses for which there are often standard dispositions routinely offered and accepted with little, if any, actual deliberation. (See “Misdemeanor justice and plea bargains” on page 16.) Often, in more complex cases where available evidence is subject to conflicting interpretations, and/or where sentencing stakes are higher, negotiations can be lengthier—potentially occurring over many weeks and months. In a smaller proportion of cases, no actual offer or negotiation occurs, and people plead guilty without any specific promises or assurances from the prosecution—called variously taking an “open plea,” taking a “blind plea,” or “pleading to the sheet.”

In whatever form it takes, plea bargaining remains a low-visibility, off-the-record, and informal process that usually occurs in conference rooms and courtroom hallways—or through private telephone calls or e-mails—far away from the prying eyes and ears of open court. Bargains are usually struck with no witnesses present and made without investigation,
testimony, impartial fact-finding, or adherence to the required burden of proof. Moreover, little to no documentation exists of the bargaining process that takes place between initial charge and a person’s formal admission of guilt in open court, and final plea deals that close out cases are themselves rarely written down or otherwise recorded. As such, plea deals, and the process that produces them, are largely unreviewable and subject to little public scrutiny. Thus, despite the high frequency with which plea deals are used, most people—aside from the usual courtroom actors—understand neither the mechanics of plea bargaining nor the reasons so many people decide to plead guilty.

In recent years, mounting concerns about plea bargaining’s role in encouraging the widespread forfeiture of constitutionally guaranteed trial rights and associated procedural protections—and its critical role in fueling mass incarceration—has stimulated further urgency in understanding how the process works.

Plea bargaining has, however, become the central focus of a growing, but still small, body of empirical research. In recent years, mounting concerns about plea bargaining’s role in encouraging the widespread forfeiture of constitutionally guaranteed trial rights and associated procedural protections—and its critical role in fueling mass incarceration—has stimulated further urgency in understanding how the process works. Indeed, an array of questions regarding its fairness have emerged.
last few decades, prosecutorial leverage in plea negotiations has increased exponentially as changes in substantive law have bolstered criminal penalties and given prosecutors a wider range of choices to use when filing charges (such as mandatory penalties, sentencing enhancements, and more serious yet duplicative crimes already well covered by existing law). But increased exposure to harsher penalties has not been matched with increased procedural protections for defendants. Prosecutors’ wide powers in plea bargaining still go largely unchecked, and there are no meaningful oversight mechanisms or procedural safeguards to protect against unfair or coercive practices, raising fears about arbitrariness and inequality. Given this lack of regulation, concern has also grown over the extent to which innocent people are regularly being induced to plead guilty, as well as plea bargaining’s role in perpetuating racial and ethnic disparities in criminal case outcomes—for example, plea bargaining practices that send more Black people to prison or jail than similarly situated white people.17

Plea bargaining’s full impact on the legal system and justice-involved people remains unknown, but empirical research on this little understood yet immensely influential practice has begun to emerge. In order to provide an accessible summary of existing research to policymakers and the public, the Vera Institute of Justice (Vera) examined a body of empirical studies that has developed around plea bargaining. Although this review is not exhaustive, it provides a picture not only of the current state of scholarship on plea bargaining, but also of the gaps in knowledge that must be filled.

As this report will discuss, studies appear to fall into seven main focus areas, primarily examining either of two broad questions: (1) which factors most influence the plea bargaining decision-making process?; and (2) what is the impact of plea bargaining on case outcomes? The seven focus areas covered by this report include the following.

1. **Coercive factors.** A number of studies examine whether the punishing circumstances of pretrial detention or the threat of onerous sentences—specifically, the death penalty—play an outsized role in inducing and expediting guilty pleas.

2. **Legal case characteristics.** Another extensive body of work looks at how legal case characteristics—severity of charge, prior record, evidentiary factors—influence the type of plea offers that are made.
Systemic inequities. There is a growing body of research that considers the influence of demographic characteristics in determining plea outcomes. These studies primarily look at the potential existence of conscious or unconscious biases that may create disadvantage and inequality across race, ethnicity, gender, or age.

The criminal law. Another body of work looks at the organization, structure, and content of the criminal code to understand how the criminal law—including the existence and type of structured sentencing schemes—can affect the likelihood and substance of a plea deal.

Caseloads. Some studies have tested the common assumption that the frequent use of plea deals is, at least partly, a function of heavy caseloads among prosecutors and a resultant pressure to hasten the disposal of as many cases as possible. (No research considered the impact of defenders' caseloads on plea bargaining.)

Trial penalty. A substantial body of the literature explores the so-called “trial penalty” (or “plea discount”—that is, the difference between a criminal sentence produced by guilty plea versus by trial. Much of this work is narrowly based on the assumption that plea decisions rely on anticipated trial outcomes, such that the higher the penalty (or larger the discount) the higher the likelihood of a guilty plea.

Innocence. Finally, given the potential benefits to people of accepting a plea deal, a small body of research has considered the extent to which innocent people may be coerced into pleading guilty to avoid receiving a “trial penalty” if they fail to prove their cases at trial.

Whether people are charged with serious crimes or low-level misdemeanors, whether they are before busy city courts or slower-paced rural ones, they will likely resolve their cases by negotiated pleas. Plea bargaining is the de facto system of justice in America. But despite decades of scholarship, little is ultimately known about how it works or why people plead. This review of contemporary scholarship only offers mixed clues about the criminal legal system’s primary dispositional process. Although
there is evidence that most people receive more favorable sentencing outcomes through plea bargaining than they would if they had taken their cases to trial, the exact contours of how such bargains are reached, and the factors—whether individual, legal, institutional, or demographic—that ultimately play a key role in influencing plea outcomes remain both ambiguous and opaque. What exists instead is a mix of complicated, nuanced, and sometimes contradictory research findings.

In order to bring plea bargaining out of the shadows and ensure its equitable use, more transparency is needed about the process by which most cases are concluded so that safeguards can be put in place to protect people from its misuse.

Whether people are charged with serious crimes or low-level misdemeanors, whether they are before busy city courts or slower-paced rural ones, they will likely resolve their cases by negotiated pleas.
Plea bargaining emerged in the early years of the Republic as a localized legal innovation that would eventually grow to become—by the early 20th century—this country’s primary method of criminal conviction. But despite plea bargaining’s long history at the center of American criminal justice, a set of coherent rules governing its use has never emerged. Indeed, for much of its history, plea bargaining remained a largely unregulated and informal form of pretrial negotiation.

Although courts acknowledge plea bargaining as an “essential component of the administration of justice”—or, more recently, recognized that “it is the criminal justice system”—courts have generally taken a hands-off approach in regulating its use, leaving much discretion with prosecutors and defense attorneys in shaping plea bargaining processes and outcomes. This reticence is in part due to the approach that courts have taken to analogize plea bargains to contracts in private law—describing them as the same as “any other bargained-for exchange” between autonomous actors who proceed from a “mutuality of advantage”—even though prosecutor and defendant have inherently unequal levels of power, particularly when the accused is being held in jail pretrial. Placing substantive limits on bargaining tactics, according to this line of thought, could potentially cast a chilling effect that might foreclose plea negotiations altogether. In only a few cases have courts attempted to define plea bargaining’s contours or set its outer bounds. Moreover, the few statutes and procedural rules governing plea bargaining processes exert minimal control over the direction and process of how plea bargains are made and are largely silent regarding the actual substance of plea bargains themselves. However, in recent years, courts have begun to fill the gaps in procedural rules with case law clarifying the limits of prosecutorial discretion.

The constitutional law of plea bargaining

At the heart of plea bargaining law is the 1970 seminal case of Brady v. United States. Long after plea bargaining had become the norm in resolving the vast majority of criminal cases, the Brady court formally recognized plea bargaining as a constitutional method of criminal adjudication and set out its minimum requirements. To be constitutionally valid, guilty pleas must be both “voluntary” and “knowing, intelligent acts.” However, courts have since defined both “voluntary” and “knowing” in manners that are significantly different from what the average person might suppose those terms to mean.

Voluntary. Although the voluntariness requirement supposedly ensures that people are not misled, tricked, or otherwise coerced into forgoing their constitutional right to trial by pleading guilty, courts have still regularly avoided reckoning with the inherent pressures of “the give-and-take of [the] plea bargaining” process on people, including the inherently coercive nature of pretrial detention. Instead, they have concluded that “the imposition of difficult choices [is] an inevitable—and permissible—attribute of any legitimate system which tolerates and encourages the negotiation of pleas.”

As a result, courts have decided that few actions will likely amount to “improper pressure that would . . . overbear the will of some innocent persons” such as to render a guilty plea involuntary. Prosecutors have been afforded wide latitude in using every bargaining chip that is permissible by law when trying to extract guilty pleas from people—including the threat of indefinite pretrial detention—so long as the tactics do not involve illegal fraud (such as threatening to use false testimony) or outright physical harm, and so long as the bargain is upheld. These include promises of leniency if a plea is accepted and threats of worse punishment, additional charges, or even the prosecution and punishment of family members if a plea deal is declined.

Knowing. Although courts have been clear that people must possess several critical pieces of information in order to validly plead guilty—the nature of the charges, the rights waived by pleading guilty, and the sentence that will, or is likely to be, imposed—the level of actual understanding that is required is very minimal in practice. Usually, a superficial judicial inquiry—the “plea colloquy”—probes whether a person’s plea bargaining choices are sufficiently informed; these are typically highly scripted proceedings that are outlined in state and federal procedural rules governing the formal entrance of guilty pleas on the record in open court. For the guilty plea to pass constitutional muster, people typically need only to provide short, often perfunctory, affirmative responses and a basic explanation of the offense to which they are admitting. Courts rarely conduct a deeper inquiry into whether people fully comprehend the consequences of pleading guilty beyond what is minimally required by the governing standard set out in Brady and codified in the rules of criminal procedure.

There are also other larger structural curbs on what people can know during the plea bargaining process. For example, people do not have a right to know the full extent of the evidence, or lack thereof, against them, because there is no constitutional right to discovery in criminal cases. The state is not required to turn over evidence that may establish a person’s guilt and, under United States v. Ruiz, it need not share material evidence favorable to the defendant—a due process right established under Brady v. Maryland and successor cases that only attaches if a case goes to trial.
Recent developments in plea bargaining law

In recent years, the Supreme Court has become incrementally more active in regulating the plea bargaining process—particularly regarding the responsibilities of defense counsel. This is in part due to an apparent change in approach. Previously, the court viewed criminal trials as the normative “touchstone” guiding its decisions around criminal law and procedure—many of which centered on elaborating procedural protections regarding the jury trial guarantee and attendant rights. But since 2010, in decidedly acknowledging plea bargaining’s centrality to the criminal legal system, the court has sought to extend legal protections to better ensure that people receive competent legal advice and thus effective bargaining by defense counsel during plea negotiations. For example, in four cases decided from 2010 to 2017, the court consistently held that people have a constitutional right to effective legal counsel during the client counseling phase of the plea bargaining process—a right that is normally associated with criminal trials rather than a process that sits wholly apart from trial proceedings.

In another area of development, courts have begun to reconsider the scope of appeal rights that are waived when people plead guilty. Generally, people forfeit a number of rights simply by choosing to plead instead of going to trial. (For example, people forfeit rights that would operate during the trial, such as the right against self-incrimination or to confront accusers, as well as certain claims that could have been raised pretrial, such as the racial composition of the grand jury or the credibility of prosecution witnesses.) People can also waive other rights through express waiver provisions that may accompany a plea offer—although there may be some rights that are not waivable. The definitive scope of which rights are impliedly waived by a guilty plea, as well as which rights one can expressly waive, remains an open area of debate. But in two recent cases, the Supreme Court held that:

› a guilty plea alone—absent an express waiver—does not bar people from challenging the constitutionality of their convictions on direct appeal; and
› people who suffer ineffective assistance of counsel retain a right to appeal, even if their plea agreements specifically waive that right.

In a separate development, echoing civil contract law, the U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals nullified an appellate waiver in 2018 after finding that the plea agreement was not supported by “consideration”—the benefit that each party gets or expects as the part of an agreement. The defendant had been sentenced to the statutory maximum and given no benefit of sentence reductions that were available due to his acceptance of responsibility and timely guilty plea, effectively giving him nothing in exchange for waiving his right to appeal.

* Box notes at end of report.
Factors that influence plea bargaining

Given how central plea bargaining is to the functioning of the American criminal legal system, understanding how plea deals are reached is deeply important. As explained in this section, researchers have investigated the extent to which plea deals are shaped by coercive factors (such as a person’s pretrial detention status or the possibility of a death penalty sentence), the legal characteristics of a case (such as the strength of the evidence, or the severity of the charges), and the differential treatment of people based on their demographic characteristics such as race, age, and gender.

Of great concern to advocates, researchers, and defense counsel is the inherently uneven playing field between accused and prosecutor in plea bargaining situations.

Coercive factors

Of great concern to advocates, researchers, and defense counsel is the inherently uneven playing field between accused and prosecutor in plea bargaining situations—especially given the wide arsenal of tools, particularly around charging, that prosecutors can use to increase their
leverage in negotiations. Researchers have looked at how two coercive factors in particular influence plea bargaining outcomes: pretrial detention and the potential for a death sentence. These studies have concluded that these factors likely play a significant role in inducing guilty pleas so that people can obtain their liberty—or even sustain their life.

**Pretrial detention**

The vast majority of people in local jails are detained pretrial, meaning that they have not been convicted of any crime, are legally presumed innocent, and are awaiting resolution of their criminal cases behind bars—most often because they cannot pay the bail set in their cases. Pretrial detention status has far-reaching consequences for justice-involved people. Concern about this population—and the potential negative impacts of detention on their criminal justice outcomes—has spawned a growing body of research that has established a strong correlation between pretrial detention and an increased likelihood of conviction, longer custodial sentences, and future system involvement. While it has long been assumed that the pressure and isolating circumstances of incarceration induce people to plead guilty more readily during the pretrial phase—potentially explaining why people in pretrial detention are more likely to be convicted than those who are released—researchers have attempted only recently to specifically examine the influence of pretrial detention on a person's plea bargaining behavior.

Using a variety of different methods, this small body of scholarship has established a strong association between pretrial detention and pleading guilty. For example, in a 2012 study examining 634 criminal cases in New Jersey courts, researchers found that people who were detained pretrial reached faster case dispositions, usually during the pre-indictment phase, than people who were released, primarily because, as an interviewee described it, “defendants plead guilty to get out of jail . . . get time served or to get it over with.” In a 2018 study looking at nearly 76,000 arrests in Delaware, researchers similarly uncovered that pretrial detention increased a person's likelihood of pleading guilty by 46 percent—although there were differences depending on the person's race. Similar to previous research, the study found that Black people were 10 percent less likely than white people to enter into guilty pleas. To explain this finding, researchers
have postulated that plea bargaining may be less common among Black people because they may receive less favorable guilty plea agreements from prosecutors than do white people. Another reason may be that Black people may be more distrustful of a legal system that disproportionately and unfairly impacts them and, thus, less likely to strike a bargain.24

Both the New Jersey and Delaware studies employed regression analyses—a statistical method of measuring the relationship between multiple variables—with only a limited set of controls based on data that was available (for example, current charge aggregated into broader offense categories, criminal history, and demographic information). This means that they did not account for a number of unobservable confounding factors that may have also influenced people’s decisions to plead guilty (such as strength of evidence, quality of defense, individual cognitive biases, or wealth). To correct for this potential bias and better estimate the causal effect of pretrial detention on a person’s propensity to plead guilty, four recent studies conducted natural experiments—non-controlled observational studies that exploit random assignment that occurs in “nature” and which provide social scientists with a stronger inferential tool to potentially improve the quality of their empirical inferences, particularly when trying to infer causation.25 These studies exploited the random or rotating assignment of bail judges and either variations in judicial punitiveness in bail decisions or variations in people’s access to money bail by day of the week.26
Consistent with other empirical research, all four studies confirmed that a person’s odds of conviction via guilty plea increased when they were held in pretrial detention—often resulting in worse criminal justice outcomes. For example, one study that looked at 331,971 criminal cases in Philadelphia from 2006 to 2013 found that pretrial detention resulted in a 4.7 percentage point increase in the likelihood of pleading guilty among people who probably would otherwise have been acquitted, diverted, or had their charges dropped. Similarly, a second study that examined nearly one million criminal cases over five years in New York City found that detained people charged with felonies were 10 percent—and detained people charged with misdemeanors were just over 7 percent—more likely to plead guilty compared to similarly-situated people who were released. Again, not only did pretrial detention increase the odds of pleading guilty, but the study also found evidence that plea offers were less favorable for people detained on felony charges in particular. Plea deals for this group were 10 percent less likely to include a charge reduction. The study also found that pretrial detention may induce people to plead guilty in cases that would have been dismissed if those people had been released: 34 percent of released cases were dismissed, compared to only 19 percent of cases among those detained.

Four studies confirmed that a person’s odds of conviction via guilty plea increased when they were held in pretrial detention—often resulting in worse criminal justice outcomes.
The two other contemporaneous studies came to similar conclusions. In a Harris County (Houston), Texas, study focusing only on misdemeanor cases resolved from 2008 to 2013, researchers found that people who were detained pretrial pleaded guilty at a 25 percent higher rate than people who were released and that data suggested that 17 percent of the detained people would likely not have been convicted at all had they been released pretrial. Conversely, the fourth study found that pretrial release reduced a person’s odds of pleading guilty and improved plea outcomes. After examining 420,000 felony and misdemeanor cases from Philadelphia and Miami-Dade counties covering an eight-year study period, researchers found that people who were released pretrial were nearly 11 percent less likely to plead guilty—although these estimates varied across race. Released white people were nearly 20 percentage points less likely to plead guilty, while released Black people were only 12.2 percentage points less likely to plead guilty. Of those who took a plea offer in the pretrial phase, outcomes were still more favorable for people who had been released. They were more likely to be convicted of fewer offenses or convicted of a lesser charge, suggesting that release can improve a person’s bargaining power in plea negotiations.

In explaining their results, the researchers speculated that release may enable people to engage in certain “prophylactic measures”—such as preparing a more robust defense, engaging in treatment (for mental illness, substance use disorder, or other behavioral health issues), or providing restitution—that can help lead to charges being dismissed or encourage more lenient treatment by prosecutors.

Some of these studies also found that the observed impacts of pretrial detention—or release—on a person’s plea bargaining propensity increased in magnitude for two particular types of people: those with no or limited criminal justice histories and those charged with lower-level offenses. For example, researchers in Harris County found that pretrial detention more than doubled the likelihood of conviction for people charged with first-time misdemeanors—the vast majority of whom had pleaded guilty. Similarly, the Philadelphia study found that pretrial detention among people charged with misdemeanors led to statistically significant increases in all observed negative outcomes, including conviction and guilty pleas, larger than those observed with felonies. The Philadelphia/Miami study also found that released people charged with misdemeanors were nearly
19 percent less likely to plead guilty, while released people charged with felonies were only 1.2 percent less likely to plead guilty. The study also found that released people who did not have a recent prior offense were more than 14 percent less likely to plead guilty than similarly situated people who were detained pretrial.

Put together, these findings are consistent with the theory that detained people, who may have limited knowledge of the criminal legal system and/or who are being detained for the first time, have strong incentives to cut a quick deal in order to resolve their cases as soon as possible—especially when it involves lower-stakes petty offenses. As was noted earlier, this is because a plea deal is often less “painful” in the short term because it can get people out of jail if they are detained, purchase certainty in what can be a long and unpredictable criminal legal process, or sidestep the possibility of harsher punishment that could result from trial. In line with these observations about the long and painful process of justice system involvement and detention—even for low-level offenses—the New York City study found that people detained on misdemeanor charges pleaded guilty not only more frequently but also faster than people detained on felony charges. For incarcerated people charged with misdemeanors whose cases continued beyond their first court appearance, the median time between arraignment and case disposition was less than three weeks at every predicted sentence length, but almost 50 days for people charged with felonies in the shortest predicted sentence length category, growing larger for groups with longer predicted sentence lengths.
Misdemeanor justice and plea bargains

More serious crimes—rape, murder, aggravated assault, etc.—may be more likely to capture media and public attention, but the American criminal legal system is, in fact, dominated by the enforcement of a vast array of minor offenses located both in a state’s criminal code and in local ordinances. This enforcement is both wide and deep, and it is the point of contact through which most Americans experience the criminal legal system.

It touches everything from low-level crimes [such as disorderly conduct, simple assault, petty theft, low-level fraud, illegal trespass, prostitution, driving under the influence or on a suspended license, and drug possession] to commonplace behaviors deemed undesirable or “anti-social” that may either be designated “civil” or “criminal” infractions [such as public urination, public intoxication, unlicensed vending, littering, graffiti, panhandling, jaywalking, and loitering]. Misdemeanors can involve small harms, or no harms at all, and many are often symptoms of larger social problems with which communities grapple—including substance use disorders, mental illness, domestic violence, and poverty.

Given the breadth of issues covered by minor offenses, it is unsurprising that the national misdemeanor caseload volume is large. According to a recent estimate, there were 13.2 million misdemeanor cases filed in the United States in 2016—or 4,261 misdemeanor cases filed per 100,000 people; accounting for 76 percent of statewide criminal caseloads in 31 states. It also appears that the proportion of such cases among all criminal prosecutions has remained relatively stable over the last several decades. Thus, the majority of plea bargains in America are products of the country’s diverse and sprawling network of lower criminal courts where minor charges are typically adjudicated.

Despite the preponderance of minor charges in the criminal legal system, a substantial proportion of empirical research on plea bargaining either focuses on people charged (and convicted) of felony offenses or convolutes felonies and misdemeanors, assuming that plea bargains operate with similar goals—or under similar conditions and pressures—across all types of offenses. But a small body of research—mainly descriptive in nature—that has explored the real-life operation of the lower courts suggests that guilty pleas in misdemeanor and other petty cases are products of a process that may be qualitatively different from that of most serious offenses in ways that prevent aggregation in analysis, particularly when trying to extend a generalizable explanation of how plea bargains work.

This body of work confirms, for example, that in the world of misdemeanors, infractions, and other lesser offenses, there are often standard “deals”—baseline offers set to specific offense types—that are routinely proposed and accepted that involve little actual bargaining between parties. For the accused, these offers are hard-to-refuse dispositional deals that can effectively end cases quickly, often as early as their first court appearance. These include:

- case dismissal;
- unconditional or conditional discharge;
- a conviction of a civil (rather than criminal) infraction;
- a sentence to time served (accounting for any time spent in custody leading up to the court appearance); or
- a community-based sentence of minimal length.

Thus, contrary to the notion that prosecutors and defendants/defense counsel “bargain toward settlement in the shadow of expected trial outcomes,” in these cases, initial charging decisions—which are in the prosecutor’s discretion—determine the type of plea deal that settles a particular matter under established court practices, prosecutor office policies, or defense bar customs around similar cases in a particular jurisdiction.

Researchers have proposed two main explanations of why cases related to petty offenses are resolved quickly:

- **Process costs.** Prosecutors, defense counsel, defendants, and judges all put a premium on speed because of the enormous scale of misdemeanor dockets across the country and the high process costs that misdemeanor trials present to all parties when compared to the low-stakes nature of the offenses. With a criminal legal process that is both slow and unpredictable, costs for the accused include uncertainty of outcome and a protracted pretrial and trial process that can span many days, weeks, or even months—one that may be experienced in part, or wholly, behind bars and away from their families, jobs, and community responsibilities. Thus, paying the price of a guilty plea may be, counterintuitively, the most “rational” option whether a person is guilty or not.

- **Managerial justice.** Another body of scholarly work suggests that prosecutors are not actually trying to maximize punishment or even secure a conviction when offering standard plea deals to quickly resolve misdemeanor and other petty cases. Instead, prosecutors use various adjudicatory tools that avoid formal punishment but enable them to document a person’s criminal justice encounters and track behavior over time (such as conditional discharge or an adjournment in contemplation of a dismissal) so that law enforcement agencies (such as police, prosecutors, and courts) have a record to use in calibrating future responses.
The impact of death penalty sentences

Fears about the coercive nature of plea bargaining are perhaps most pronounced in cases in which prosecutors have the option to pursue a death penalty conviction. Critics note that when taking cases to trial that may result in a sentence to death, people may be more likely to accept a plea deal that they would otherwise have rejected—due either to the harsh terms of the sentence and/or their factual innocence. The threat of the death penalty is used as leverage by prosecutors in bargaining, and both prosecutors and defense lawyers agree that the specter of a death penalty puts prosecutors in a uniquely strong position. Although analysis of actual cases is hampered by a relatively small sample to draw from, the quantitative studies suggest that the option to pursue a death penalty has a significant effect on plea bargaining.

Prosecutors and defense lawyers agree that the specter of a death penalty puts prosecutors in a uniquely strong position.

One such study conducted a natural experiment capitalizing on the 1995 reinstatement of the death penalty in New York State to analyze changes in case outcomes before and after the law change. The study found that people charged in murder cases were 25 percent more likely to plead guilty to their charges following the law change, regardless of whether the prosecutor had explicitly filed a notice to pursue the death penalty in the case. The reintroduction of the death penalty, the researchers concluded, made people less likely to be offered a charge reduction (typically the more advantageous type of plea offer) and more likely to take a sentence deal—suggesting that prosecutors did indeed have—and use—greater power in plea bargaining. A study from Georgia
produced similar results. The study looked at eight years of murder cases from across the state that met the criteria necessary to be tried as capital cases. The researcher compared the outcomes of cases in which prosecutors pursued the death penalty with those in which they did not, using sophisticated statistical techniques to control for a variety of case characteristics. They found that, all else being equal, people charged in murder cases were approximately 20 to 25 percentage points more likely to plead guilty when faced with the death penalty. Put another way, the study suggests that when prosecutors actively pursue a death penalty, people in an additional two out of every 10 cases are deterred from going to trial.

These findings have been supported nationally. A comparison of 33 counties—some with the death penalty, some without—found that, when the death penalty was available, 19 percent of first degree murder cases were resolved with a guilty plea leading to a prison sentence of more than 20 years; in counties without the death penalty, this was true for only 5 percent of cases. This large difference in outcomes remained statistically significant even when controlling for other case characteristics. In pleading guilty to a life sentence, people are relinquishing their right to appeal, the chance of an acquittal, and the possibility of a shorter sentence; avoiding the death penalty is used as a “substantial incentive” to encourage people to make this otherwise unappealing decision.
Legal characteristics

Researchers have looked at how the application of plea bargaining, and the potential associated discount in punishment, might vary in relation to the legal characteristics of a case. Of these, the strength of the evidence, the severity of the charges, and the accused's criminal history have garnered most attention.

Strength of evidence

The strength of the evidence against a person charged with a crime is perhaps the most salient factor prosecutors say they consider when deciding whether a plea deal should be extended. Interviews and surveys conducted with prosecutors have attempted to shed light on the relationship between the strength of the evidence in a case and the plea bargaining process, often testing the general assumption that prosecutors will offer more lenient deals when the evidence is weaker or harsher deals when the evidence is stronger. In a survey of 166 prosecutors in three southern states, 82 percent of respondents indicated that they would reduce the harshness of the plea if the evidence was weak, and 38 percent indicated that they would increase the harshness of the plea if the evidence was strong.52

However, a different survey study asked nearly 400 prosecutors to respond to hypothetical legal cases and found that the presence or absence of evidence had very little effect on prosecutors' likelihood to recommend a plea deal, with plea offers being extended in nearly all cases.53 Again, the presence of evidence decreased the leniency of offers recommended by prosecutors, but only by a small amount.54 The authors noted, however, that findings from hypothetical cases such as these—with the absence of real-life court and caseload pressures—may not easily generalize to actual practice.55 As such, a number of studies have attempted to examine the relationship between plea bargaining and evidence strength in real cases.

An analysis of cases relating to person and property offenses (misdemeanor and felony) filed in one jurisdiction across multiple years sought to determine the relationship between evidence strength and plea bargaining using quantitative analysis.56 As a proxy for evidence
strength, the research considered the total number of pieces of evidence listed in a case and the number of pieces of evidence per intake charge.\textsuperscript{57} While controlling for a number of other case and defendant variables, the researchers found a significant relationship between strength of evidence and plea offers—but not on all metrics. The strength of the evidence was unrelated to both the seriousness of the top plea offer charge made by prosecutors and the length of sentence attached to it. Stronger evidence was, however, associated with increases in the number of charges included in the plea offer, the total sentence possible if convicted for all charges, and the likelihood that the prosecutor would recommend incarceration.\textsuperscript{58}

A 2015 study of felony drug cases in New York City similarly assessed the relationship between evidence and plea bargain outcomes while controlling for other legal and extralegal factors.\textsuperscript{59} The researchers found that when factors indicating strong evidence were present, the accused were less likely to receive reduced plea charge offers and more likely to receive custodial, rather than noncustodial, sentence recommendations.\textsuperscript{60} However, while significant, the size of these relationships was smaller than the researchers had expected.\textsuperscript{61}

Confession evidence is considered extremely persuasive at trial, which could make it an important factor during plea bargaining.\textsuperscript{62} An analysis of more than 500 felony cases from two New York counties showed that people who confessed (either fully or partially) overwhelmingly pled guilty (more than 97 percent), but received lower plea discounts than others (people not interviewed by police and people who denied guilt).\textsuperscript{55} As a further analysis, researchers in this study coded the apparent strength of the evidence in each case. Contrary to expectations—and to findings from earlier studies—cases with stronger evidence received greater plea discounts than cases with weaker evidence.\textsuperscript{64} The researchers proposed that, because in the county they studied the prosecutor’s office had a known policy stating that no offer would be better than the initial offer, people with strong cases against them who knew about the policy were more likely to accept the first plea deal offered.\textsuperscript{65}

Researching the relationship between plea bargaining and the strength of the evidence in real cases presents specific and significant challenges: the strength of evidence is unlikely to be recorded in ways that are amenable to large scale analysis and is difficult to quantify in a meaningful way.\textsuperscript{66} There are nuances to evidence that are difficult to assess and
combine in the aggregate. For example, eyewitness testimony may vary in its persuasiveness if it comes from an undercover police officer or a witness to the incident, and witnesses may be afforded different levels of credibility based on their demographics and relationship to the accused. Furthermore, the strength of a specific piece of evidence is not necessarily static and may decay over time as witnesses fall away or forget important details or an investigation throws doubt on what first appeared to be important evidence.

**Charge severity**

The seriousness of the current offense is a key consideration when contemplating plea agreements. Research suggests that the likelihood of a person pleading guilty and the leniency of the plea deal offered to them by prosecutors may both be influenced by the severity of the charges the person faces. A study of 200 cases of drunk driving in a southern California county in 1993, for example, analyzed the relationship between multiple legal and extralegal case characteristics and case outcomes and found that charge severity was the largest predictor of pleas; people with more severe charges were less likely to plead guilty. The researchers suggested that when the stakes of conviction are higher, there is greater incentive to take one’s chances in court. Another study of 464 felony
cases from Virginia in the late 1970s, which also controlled for many demographic and case characteristics, similarly found that when charged with offenses that could result in longer sentences, people became less likely to plead guilty.72

Studies of whether a deal is reached, however, say nothing of the leniency (or lack thereof) in the plea offers made by prosecutors. A large-scale study of federal cases that resulted in conviction in 2001 (excluding cases resolved through trial) found that more serious charges were associated with a greater likelihood of charge reductions.73 The researchers theorized that this may be, at least in part, because more serious crimes—and those with more filing charges—allow more opportunities for reduction than do lower-level crimes.74

Criminal history

People’s conviction histories are often used to guide sentencing decisions and are sometimes explicitly included in prosecutors’ plea deal guidelines.75 As such, it would make sense that criminal histories might exert a significant influence on the plea bargaining process. Although researchers frequently control for criminal history when examining the relationship of other legal and extralegal factors with plea bargaining outcomes, it is less frequently the subject of direct investigation itself.

Research conducted in county criminal courts in Pennsylvania (using data from 1997 through 2000) and, in a separate study, federal criminal courts (using data from 2000 through 2002) found that people with more substantial criminal histories are penalized less for going to trial than those without.76 That is to say, the difference between sentences resulting from a jury trial compared to those imposed through plea bargaining becomes smaller as people’s criminal histories increase. Researchers offer several plausible explanations for this relationship. First, a jury trial may provide an opportunity for defense counsel to argue that a person’s criminal history is less serious or meaningful than it may seem on paper and to present evidence of the accused’s good character.77 Second, it is possible that, for those with longer criminal histories, prosecutors offer less lenient plea deals or encourage people to plead to the charges set at arraignment. The sentence they receive as a result is unlikely to differ markedly from
a sentence they might receive at trial. Although the first explanation is difficult to quantify and study, research has lent some support to the second—although, as elsewhere, the findings have been mixed.

When evaluating the association between people’s criminal histories and the likelihood of receiving a plea deal—or the harshness or leniency of that deal—it is important to keep in mind that criminal histories themselves are subject to deep rooted racial biases within the criminal legal system.

A large study of people who were sentenced in federal cases in 2001 found that criminal history had no influence on the reduction of charges during plea bargaining. However, other studies—which similarly analyze the relationship between criminal history and plea bargaining (while controlling for other important variables)—have found that more substantial criminal histories are associated with harsher plea deals, at least for some charge types. For example, a study of nearly 160,000 misdemeanor cases prosecuted by the District Attorney of New York County found that, holding other case and defendant characteristics constant, people with longer criminal histories were more likely than people with shorter histories to receive a plea offer that included incarceration. Similarly, statistical analysis conducted in one unnamed jurisdiction found that—for all charge types studied (property, personal, and drug)—more serious criminal histories were associated with an
increased likelihood that the plea deal would include incarceration and with smaller reductions in the total possible sentence a person might serve.\textsuperscript{80} However, more serious criminal histories were only found to be associated with smaller reductions in the seriousness of the top charges and smaller reductions in the total number of charges for drug offenses.\textsuperscript{81}

Criminal histories are, of course, not a neutral factor, but rather one rooted in the nation’s historic and continuing systemic racism. When evaluating the association between people’s criminal histories and the likelihood of receiving a plea deal—or the harshness or leniency of that deal—it is important to keep in mind that criminal histories themselves are not created with objective neutrality and are subject to deep rooted racial biases within the criminal legal system.\textsuperscript{82} Indeed, research conducted in New York City found that people with longer criminal histories were more likely to have their cases dismissed, the result of a dynamic in which police will more readily arrest people—especially Black and Latinx people—whether or not they have sufficient evidence for a prosecutor to file charges.\textsuperscript{83}

**Systemic inequities**

As described below, the complete lack of transparency and scrutiny inherent in America’s reliance on plea bargaining—combined with the U.S. justice system’s long history of prejudicial operations—leaves the administration of plea deals open to bias. Relatedly, people may have widely diverging levels of trust in the system, which influence their willingness to accept a plea deal or face trial. As such, researchers have investigated the degree to which plea offers are affected by demographic factors, notably the race, gender, and age of the accused.

**Racism and race inequity**

Consistent with the experiences of Black and Latinx people throughout the criminal legal system, several studies have found that people of color are often treated less favorably than white people during the plea bargain process. For example, two studies of data from the New York County District Attorney’s office found that Black people were significantly less
Challenges in researching plea bargaining

Guilty pleas constitute the main mechanism for case resolution in American criminal courts. Researching the role and administration of plea bargaining in this process has, however, proved remarkably difficult.

The process of plea bargaining is rarely recorded in any formal documentation and, when it is, these records are often not made available to researchers. Simply asking prosecutors about the plea bargaining process undoubtedly has some value, but researchers have found that there can be substantial differences between lawyers’ perceptions of their work, their values, and their actual behavior in plea negotiations. More importantly, asking prosecutors about plea bargaining ignores the voice of the person most affected by the bargain, and few studies focus on the perspective of the person pleading guilty.

With scant records and limited trust in the validity of self-reported behavior, researchers have attempted to infer details of the plea bargaining process by looking at case outcomes. Although there are many variations in methodology, researchers commonly seek evidence of charge bargaining by comparing the initial charges a person faced with those to which they ultimately pled guilty. Evidence of sentence bargaining is often inferred by comparing the punishments given following a plea with those given following a trial for the same charges. There are limitations to both approaches.

Inferring that charge bargaining has occurred on the basis of a reduction in charges (either number or seriousness) is problematic because charges may be reduced prior to case disposition for a number of reasons not necessarily related to plea bargaining. For example, charges could be reduced to compensate for mistakes or biases that led to initial overcharging or in light of new evidence collected during an investigation and not because of any plea deal. Quantifying the presence and impact of sentence bargaining is also problematic. Cases that go to trial differ in significant, hard-to-measure ways from cases that result in a plea, and researchers are inconsistent in how they actually measure sentences—disagreeing on whether to include noncustodial punishments as “zero-length” sentences, sometimes counting acquittals in a similar way, and differing in whether to account for time served in pretrial detention.

As prosecutors may employ different bargaining strategies in different circumstances, it is preferable that research studies attempt to measure both charge bargaining and sentence bargaining, but this does not always happen. Furthermore, researchers have also noted that, at least in the federal court system, there is an additional common form of plea bargaining in which the prosecutor and defense may reach a deal over the key “sentencing facts” of a case—agreeing to omit certain facts about a case that would statutorily expose a person to harsher sentences. This process is perhaps even harder to record, identify, or measure than charge or sentence bargaining, and it has received even less research attention as a result.

Perhaps the most confounding aspect of plea bargaining, next to the lack of available records, is its granularity: the type of plea bargain favored (charge, sentence, or fact), the frequency with which it occurs, and the degree of impact it has on sentencing outcomes can all vary by the specific jurisdiction, prosecutor, and charges associated with a case. Studies that aggregate data across charge types, courts, or type of plea bargaining may, therefore, dilute any evidence of plea bargaining and its impact, hiding any important associations; conversely, studies that focus on specific charges, courts, or metrics are likely to be limited in their generalizability.

A number of issues complicate research into plea bargaining.

- Rarely recorded.
- Limitations to researching charge, sentence, and fact bargaining.
- Practical and policy variations by jurisdiction, prosecutor, and charges.
likely than white people to receive reduced charges and more likely to receive custodial sentence offers, after controlling for various demographic and case factors.⁸⁴

More punitive plea deals for Black and Latinx people, as compared to white people, may partly be explained as the result of worse treatment during other stages of case processing. Most notably, they are more likely to be held in jail pretrial than similarly situated white people, which can lead to a range of worse case outcomes.⁸⁵ People held in pretrial detention are more likely to plead guilty—in part to hasten their release—and to face harsher sentencing decisions. In this way, people of color, and especially Black and Latinx people, face “cumulative disadvantage” in the criminal legal system, and their increased vulnerability to pretrial detention in turn increases the likelihood that they will receive a worse plea deal than white people (while controlling for other factors such as charge severity and criminal histories).⁸⁶

Several studies suggest that harsher plea deals for Black people are not simply a byproduct of pretrial detention, however. Researchers have found evidence to support the hypothesis that prosecutors’ biases may lead them to use a person’s race as a proxy for criminality or risk.⁸⁷ A study of misdemeanor and felony cases in Wisconsin from 1999 to 2006 found that white people were 25 percent more likely than Black people to have
their initial charges reduced, but only in cases where the accused did not have a criminal history; when people had a prior record, this disparity disappeared.88 Similarly, white people were found to receive preferential plea bargaining treatment over Black people in cases of low-level offenses, but not for more serious charges.89 The researchers propose that when people are accused of serious crimes or have criminal histories, they have already proven the risk they pose and are treated equally harshly.90 Absent this information, prosecutors may find their perceptions influenced by a person’s race. Other studies have found a similar difference in treatment favoring white people over people of color, and especially Black and Latinx people, to be most pronounced for misdemeanor and lower-level felony charges.91 In misdemeanor cases in New York City, for example, the odds of receiving a custodial plea offer were almost 70 percent greater for Black people than white people.92

It is difficult to tell how and to what extent race influences plea offers because of inconsistencies in study design. One study of felony cases from Cook County (Chicago) in the early 1990s did not find evidence of racial bias in plea bargaining; however, the study only measured reductions in the number of charges people faced when pleading guilty—a narrow definition of plea bargaining.93 Other studies have only found an association between race and plea bargaining for specific charge categories.94 For example, Black and Latinx people have been found to be significantly less likely than white people to receive charge reductions for

The odds of receiving a plea offer that includes incarceration are almost 70 percent greater for Black people than white people.
Research into biases in plea bargaining will be hampered if it does not take into consideration biases in initial charging.

Other variables that may not be easily recorded or analyzed—such as the race of the alleged victim—may mediate the relationship between race and the plea offers people receive. For example, research conducted in Rhode Island reinforces the importance of social context, which many studies are not able to meaningfully consider. This study of plea offers in drunk driving cases found that the harshness with which people of color were treated relative to white people was most pronounced when the alleged crime was committed in “advantaged” (wealthy and racially homogeneous white) areas, such as suburbs.

Adding further complexity, a recent study of nearly 180,000 misdemeanor and felony cases in New York City found that, although Black people were only slightly less likely than white people to receive reductions in their charges, the timing of these reductions were notably different, with important implications. For white people, charge reductions happened most often at disposition—likely reflecting leniency on the part of court actors and the negotiation of a plea deal; for Black people, charge reductions happened most frequently at initial case screening, suggesting that this was corrective action to perceived bias in overcharging by the police and not part of a plea deal. This provides an important reminder that, having already faced discrimination by the police, people of color often enter the court system at a disadvantage—one for...
which equitable treatment during plea bargaining, were it to exist, would not correct. In short, research into biases in plea bargaining will be hampered if it does not take into consideration biases in initial charging.

Disparate treatment by gender

Research has also examined possible gender-based outcomes in plea negotiations. Attempts to study the relationship between gender and the use of plea bargains have faced methodological challenges in finding sufficiently large and directly comparable samples of men and women, as women are arrested less frequently than men and typically for different, less violent, charges. When researchers have managed to overcome these specific challenges, the results have been mixed. Several studies conducted using data from the 1970s through the 1990s failed to find any significant relationship between gender and the use of plea bargaining.

More recently, researchers have published several studies that suggest some association may exist, with women receiving more lenient treatment than men. A study examining felony and misdemeanor data from 2000

Race and gender both influence plea offers.
through 2006 in Wisconsin, for example, found that women were more likely than men to have their top charges reduced or dismissed and that this disparity was greatest for people with no prior convictions and in cases where the top charge was a misdemeanor or low-level felony. The researchers hypothesize that, in these cases, with little information to guide them, prosecutors may be falling back on gendered assumptions about “risk” and “criminality” and treating men more harshly as a result. The researchers also looked to see how gender interacted with race and found that white women were afforded the most lenient treatment through plea bargaining while Black men received the harshest. A study of federal court sentencing data for cases terminating in 2001 (nearly 46,000 cases) similarly found that, overall, men were more than 30 percent less likely than women to receive a charge reduction, although the study did not review the data for evidence of a race/gender interaction and instead focused on which individual factor looked more significant across all transactions.

Several explanations have been posited to account for relatively preferential treatment of women: prosecutors may hold gendered stereotypes that view women as less culpable and as less of a risk to society, or women may invoke “selective sympathy” among court actors. Researchers have noted, however, that many of the reasons invoked for more lenient treatment of women—such as consideration of their mental health or parental status—could equally be applied to men and, instead of questioning why women are seemingly treated more leniently, the more pertinent question should be “why are men treated so harshly...?”

Differential plea bargaining experiences by age

Research into the relationship between a person’s age and the use of plea bargains has often focused on the different ways in which young people may approach and respond to plea deals compared to their older counterparts; qualitative and experimental studies find that younger people may be more likely than older people to accept a plea offer and give less consideration to the potential negative consequences of the decision. Gaps in young people’s understanding of a plea offer may not be adequately addressed by their attorneys, and they may not receive important information about alternatives to pleading guilty.
conducted with 18 attorneys in one jurisdiction asked respondents about their most recent juvenile client. Nearly all attorneys believed that their clients understood that they were giving up a trial, but fewer than half reported that they had explicitly discussed this with their clients. Many of the attorneys waited to discuss waivers of rights until after their client had stated that they would accept a plea, and only about a quarter of the attorneys surveyed discussed collateral consequences—a vast array of post-sentence civil penalties, disqualifications, or disabilities that flow from criminal convictions—with their clients. Interviews conducted with adolescent and adult participants in an alternative to incarceration program in New York City found that, based on self-reports, adolescents had less time to make their plea decisions than adults (frequently as little as an hour) and that juveniles met with their attorneys fewer times than adults did.

Although there are reasons to believe that young people differ in their understanding of and responses to plea offers, the small number of attempts made to quantitatively measure differences in plea bargain outcomes between older and younger people have yielded mixed results—potentially due to methodological issues. (See “Challenges in researching plea bargaining” on page 25.) A study of misdemeanor and felony cases from one jurisdiction across multiple years found mixed results and illustrates the complexity of the issue: the relationship between age and the favorability of the plea deal reached varied by charge type (person, property, or drug) and by the measure of plea deal (changes in the statutory rank of the top charge, changes in the possible sentence length of the top charge, changes in the possible sentence length of all charges combined, and prosecutor sentence recommendations). For some charge types in some measures, increased defendant age was associated with greater plea discounts and, for other types, lesser. Possible relationships between age and plea bargaining may, therefore, be too nuanced and fine-grained to identify using aggregated datasets. And unlike the studies of juveniles, this study did not focus on the people affected by the bargain or their motivations for making it, but instead on prosecutorial decisions.
The criminal law

In addition to the significant influence of legal case characteristics; systemic biases associated with race, age, and gender; and pretrial detention status on plea bargaining practices, the law itself also plays a critical role in what agreement can be reached. Although prosecutors' charging authority arguably concentrates a significant amount of adjudicative power into their hands—through their ability to control and manipulate a person's sentencing exposure by way of the charges they pursue and then revise as a result of plea bargaining—this power is neither subject to any consistently identifiable standards or rules, nor after-the-fact review.119 (See “Law of plea bargaining: An overview” on page 8.) As a result, plea bargaining is often regarded as an unwritten, latent body of law or, at its worst, a practice that inhabits a “lawless” space, where the risk of capricious and arbitrary prosecutorial decision making—including invidious discrimination—remains ever present.120 This may be, in part, why critics of plea bargaining often refer to it as a practice operating “beyond the shadow of the law”—both driven and governed by the vast, opaque, and unregulated exercise of prosecutorial discretion.121

Given this, the studies discussed below demonstrate that prosecutorial decisions in the plea bargaining context do not operate in a vacuum. Rather, prosecutors' plea bargaining decisions remain contingent on both the architecture and substance of the criminal code. The law provides the essential framework for plea negotiations. These studies, therefore, stand for the proposition that established legal rules still matter in defining the contours of plea bargaining behavior.

The criminal code

In two companion descriptive studies that looked at charge bargaining practices in North Carolina in 1999 and 2000—one conducted in 2006 and another in 2007—researchers confirmed that the substantive criminal law still matters in determining plea bargaining outcomes.122 In the first study, the researchers not only found that charge reduction was a frequent occurrence, but they also discovered that both charge reduction rate and magnitude increased where the criminal code offered prosecutors and
defense lawyers a deeper set of plausible charges as landing spots in plea negotiations. At the same time, the researchers also uncovered that parties were less likely to agree on a particular charge reduction—thus minimizing the rate of overall charge movement in plea negotiations—when there were greater differences between the potential sentences that attached to available charging options.

While these two main findings held true across both serious and nonserious charges, charge reductions were found to be more common among serious cases than in less serious ones—with the highest rates observed among the highest felony categories for which prison sentences were presumptively attached. However, the frequency with which cases moved from the original charge to a lesser one—and the distance in charge and sentence severity between them—varied by the specific charge types examined by the study (assault, robbery, burglary, kidnapping, and cocaine-related). For example, the kidnapping group had fewer charge bargains because the criminal code contained few charging options, while the large sentencing gap between potential sentences across the felony-misdemeanor line for the burglary group inhibited the number of plea deals despite the wide availability of many charging options.

The researchers also found that even when circumstances were most conducive to charge reductions, other factors (such as prosecutor office policies or drug weight) outside the code could reduce the likelihood of charge reductions—as was the case with the cocaine cases they examined. In addition, when many charging options existed across the felony-misdemeanor dividing line, the researchers found that more available felony options made it less likely that felony charges would be reduced to a misdemeanor, resulting in a higher percentage of charge reductions that still yielded a felony conviction. This was the case for both serious and less serious felonies—a result the researchers confirmed was independent of the seriousness of the original felony charge filed.

The substance of particular criminal offenses

It is not only the architecture of the criminal code and its sentencing provisions that are influential in plea bargaining, but, as a 2012 descriptive study found, also the specific content of a particular charged offense.
After examining more than 620,000 criminal cases that terminated in federal district court from 2002 to 2009, researchers showed that a crime’s “essential elements, the proof required to establish the offense, and the basic gravamen of the crime” affect the frequency and composition of plea bargains in those cases.\(^{131}\)

› Charges that were secondary to the crux of the prosecution’s case (such as witness tampering) or that threatened added punishment but remained outside the core prosecuted offense (such as use of a firearm in the commission of a federal felony) had high dismissal rates pursuant to plea agreements.\(^ {132}\) Both of these types of charges often presume the existence of, and are related to, other often more serious crimes. Prosecutors may be willing to discard these charges in order to facilitate a guilty plea because they are viewed as superfluous to the central allegations in the case.\(^ {133}\)

› Crimes that were easiest to prove (such as escape, reentry of a deported person, failure to appear, or misprision—deliberate concealment—of a felony) had the lowest frequency of charge bargains, but high rates of guilty pleas, suggesting that people likely accepted plea deals with little bargaining involved.\(^ {134}\) Some of these charges are also common enough (such as reentry of a deported person, failure to appear, misprision of a felony) that they are easily “commoditized” such that parties will likely recognize and agree to the understood “going-rate” for a guilty plea in that particular case.\(^ {135}\)

› Prosecutors in certain higher-stakes cases (such as deprivation of civil rights) frequently went to trial, despite a high likelihood of acquittal.\(^ {136}\) This was in part because sentencing cliffs between charging options (for example, within the different gradations of aggravated assault categories) made charge reductions pursuant to a plea deal difficult.\(^ {137}\) In other instances, political and institutional pressures, combined with few attractive plea options, likely drove cases to trial despite the difficulty prosecutors faced in proving their case.\(^ {138}\) Similarly, people were more likely to prefer trial despite low acquittal rates in other types of cases (such as tax evasion or possession of child pornography) either out of a belief they held in principle (such as “federal taxation is unconstitutional”) or because the perceived costs of conviction (such as stigma of sex offenses) related to the alleged offense were deemed too high to agree to a
plea deal. These findings demonstrate that the likelihood of a plea deal is not always driven by parties’ perceptions of the odds of a particular trial outcome, but sometimes on a risk-benefit calculus.

Findings related to specific offenses argue against trying to generalize plea bargaining behavior and practice across broad categories of charges such as “property offenses” or “violent offenses.” Doing so may hide significant variations between specific charges within each offense category (for example, under violent offenses, the distinction between simple assault and murder). This, in turn, risks masking variations in offense-specific plea bargaining behavior and outcomes in practice. This suggests more broadly that any effort to reform plea bargaining practices and outcomes must incorporate legal reform, both substantive and procedural.

Caseloads

Beyond the structure of the criminal code, other system-level elements factor into the use of plea bargaining. There has long been a common assumption that the high use of plea bargaining in U.S. criminal courts is, at least in part, a result of the high caseloads many courts, prosecutors, and defense counsel must process. Indeed, it appears undeniable that if even a fraction of the people who currently plead guilty were to instead demand their right to a trial, courts and their staff would quickly be overwhelmed. The continued functioning of the U.S. justice system is dependent on the high number of guilty pleas that are entered every year.

With this in mind, a small body of research has sought to understand how variations in caseloads might influence individual cases. Researchers have asked to what extent plea deals are influenced by the case volumes of the specific court or prosecutor to which the case is assigned. (Research has tended to ignore the caseload pressures faced by defense counsel.) Studies conducted during the past 40 years have found little evidence of a significant relationship. Observational and interview-based research published almost half a century ago in 1978 compared several low- and high-volume criminal courts and found no noticeable differences in the ways in which prosecutors approached and applied plea bargaining to their cases. Quantitative analysis of courts in Chicago published around
To help protect against the risk of judges relying on improper factors in sentencing—such as race, gender, or personal beliefs—and better ensure that similarly situated people receive comparable sentences, at least 20 state jurisdictions, the District of Columbia, and the federal government have promulgated sentencing guidelines to both guide and curb judicial discretion at sentencing. Some jurisdictions have enacted presumptive guidelines, meaning that judges are required to impose a recommended sentence within the prescribed range or provide compelling and substantial reasons for deviating from them. Other jurisdictions put in place voluntary guidelines, which do not require judges to impose a recommended sentence. Even within these two broad categories, there are wide variations in the degree to which guidelines curb judicial discretion.

One enduring concern, however, is the extent to which sentencing guidelines shift the locus of sentencing discretion to prosecutors—and how this may perpetuate the very disparities that sentencing guidelines were supposed to eliminate. Under these systems, prosecutors can achieve their preferred sentences (or avoid those with which they disagree) through the manipulation of the charges they pursue (by choosing the types and number of charges filed, the types of charges they are willing to drop, or the types of charge and/or sentence reductions they are willing to offer), using this as leverage in plea negotiations. Five studies that looked at the impact of sentencing guidelines on plea bargaining practices are examined here, providing mixed results on whether sentencing guidelines, or different types of guidelines, increase charge bargaining among prosecutors.

In four of the five studies, researchers examined the effect of sentencing guidelines enactment and found little or no evidence that sentencing guidelines substantially altered prosecutorial charge bargaining practices. For example, a 1987 study looking at the effect of Minnesota’s presumptive sentencing guidelines on prosecutors’ plea bargaining practices—comparing cases from 1978 (pre-guidelines) and cases from 1981 and 1982 (post-guidelines)—found that prosecutorial charging practices (average severity of the initial charge, rate of charge dismissal, rate of charge reduction, and rate of sentence negotiation) were largely the same before and after the guidelines went into effect. In particular, it found no proof during the post-guidelines period that prosecutors had started overcharging cases in order to better facilitate guilty pleas. A 2005 study conducting a comparable analysis of Ohio’s 1996 enactment of presumptive sentencing guidelines came to a similar conclusion. It found no significant changes across most measures (the likelihoods of indictment on a first- or second-degree felony, all charges being dropped after indictment, pleading guilty with prosecutorial agreement, and some dropped charges), although it did uncover a modest 4 percent increase post-guidelines in the likelihood of charge reductions among people who pled guilty. Significantly, it found that racial disparities persisted, even worsened, after guidelines implementation—for example, finding that for Black people, charges were less likely to be dropped under the guidelines system than prior.

Two further pre-/post-guidelines studies using different methodologies analyzed the implementation of Washington, DC’s voluntary sentencing guidelines and found similar results. In 2014, researchers found little statistically significant impact on prosecutors’ charge bargaining practices (for example, rate and extent of charge bargaining and extralegal effects on charge bargaining outcomes) after guideline adoption, other than a small observed increase in the number of felony charges dismissed or reduced for initial charges in the most severe charge category. In 2019, after comparing differences in the value of charge bargains—as evidenced by the magnitude of sentence reductions that flow from them—researchers again found only minimal changes. Prior to sentencing guidelines, people accepting charge-bargained pleas received more than 30 percent shorter sentences than if they had been sentenced on their arraignment charge; after guidelines enactment, people accepting charge-bargained pleas received sentences that were nearly 36 percent shorter.

Although the small differences observed in both Washington, DC, studies suggest that prosecutors may have filed more serious charges in certain cases in the post-guidelines period to expedite the plea bargaining process, the relative stability of all other outcomes between the pre- and post-guidelines periods in both studies points to little interaction effect between sentencing guidelines and charge bargaining practices and outcomes. For all four studies discussed above, one potential explanation is the lack of change across the comparison periods may be the relatively narrow time range under examination after guidelines were implemented. Indeed, looking only six months out after guidelines implementation in Ohio—or one to two years out after implementation in Washington, DC, and Minnesota, respectively—may not have allowed enough time for practitioners to fully understand and use the new rules. Another possible explanation is that while prosecutors may not have changed their charging practices after implementation of sentencing guidelines, it is possible that they had already been overcharging before the guidelines were implemented.

A fifth study examined whether the type of sentencing guidelines—presumptive or voluntary—makes a difference to prosecutors’ charge bargaining practices and resulting sentencing outcomes. After comparing data from one county in one state with presumptive guidelines (Washington State) with data from two counties in a state with voluntary guidelines (Maryland), the 2007 study found that the county under more rigid sentencing guidelines saw greater charge bargaining impacts, demonstrated by larger observed reductions in sentence lengths and in declines in the probability of prison sentences. However, the study used a predictive model that tested what would happen if Washington State cases were adjudicated in Maryland, and vice versa. This potentially minimizes the extent to which the research’s findings can be applied more generally, given its hypothetical nature. Future research should investigate the appropriateness of the strong assumptions underlying this approach.
the same time supported this conclusion.\textsuperscript{144} More recent analyses found that cases tried in courts with higher caseloads are subject to slightly harsher trial penalties than those tried in lower-volume courts.\textsuperscript{145} This may indicate that charge and sentencing decisions are influenced, in part, by considerations relating to organizational efficiency—where higher caseload courts adjust their practices in order to see fewer cases go to trial.\textsuperscript{146} However, research that has sought to measure the caseload pressures on the people directly responsible for plea offers—the prosecutors assigned to each case—has offered less support for this hypothesis, finding little relationship between case volume and the use of plea bargaining.

\underline{If even a fraction of the people who currently plead guilty were to instead demand their right to a trial, courts and their staff would quickly be overwhelmed. The continued functioning of the U.S. justice system is dependent on the high number of guilty pleas that are entered every year.}

Two studies statistically analyzed drug cases in the office of the New York County District Attorney that were disposed of in 2010 and 2011—one looking at approximately 1,200 felony drug cases and the other at a similar number of misdemeanor marijuana cases.\textsuperscript{147} While controlling for multiple case and defendant characteristics, the studies considered the active caseload size of the prosecutors assigned to each case.\textsuperscript{148} The study of felony cases found no relationship between the size of each prosecutor’s
caseload and the charge or sentence offers (the measures of plea bargaining) made in their cases.149 The researchers noted, however, that prosecutors working in New York City may be accustomed to high case volumes and that the results may not be generalizable to jurisdictions that traditionally process fewer cases.150 The analysis of misdemeanor marijuana cases similarly revealed that caseload pressure was unrelated to the charge offers made, but the study did find that the likelihood of being offered a plea deal that included a custodial sentence increased marginally as prosecutors’ caseloads increased.151

Another study of 318,750 felony and misdemeanor cases filed in Wisconsin from 2009 to 2013 similarly analyzed the relationship between prosecutor characteristics—including the size and make-up of their caseloads—and case outcomes, while controlling for numerous defendant and case variables.152 The researchers found a large range in the number of cases the prosecutors worked on—from fewer than 100 in a five-year period to several thousand.153 However, there was no relationship between the size of prosecutors’ caseloads and either their case dismissal rate or the plea bargain outcomes of their cases (in other words, the likelihood of guilty pleas to lesser charges or of pleas resulting in noncustodial sentences).154

Although there was no evidence that caseload size influenced prosecutors’ plea bargaining behavior, the composition of prosecutors’ caseloads was found to be somewhat predictive of case outcomes. The same study of cases in Wisconsin found that prosecutors with a higher proportion of violent cases in their caseloads were more likely to dismiss cases and more likely to agree to a guilty plea to a lesser charge.155 They were, however, less likely to accept a noncustodial sentence than other prosecutors; the researchers hypothesize that this may reflect a greater willingness to engage in charge bargaining, but less willingness to engage in sentence bargaining among these prosecutors.156

Conversely, prosecutors with high felony caseloads were less likely to dismiss a case and less likely to agree to a plea to a lesser charge than prosecutors with lower felony caseloads.157 The researchers propose that prosecutors who handle more felony cases may come to view all cases more seriously and place greater value on securing a more serious criminal record.158 It is notable that the findings of this study led the researchers to conclude that prosecutors’ caseloads do not incentivize their plea bargaining behavior with the motivation of “clearing their plates” or as
a concession to limited resources, but rather that the type of cases that prosecutors routinely try will influence how they evaluate plea bargaining in all of their cases.\textsuperscript{159}

Although the research presented here suggests that variation in prosecutorial caseload size has little notable impact on plea bargaining at the case level, cases are not processed in a vacuum, and differences in the working styles of prosecutors—and in the situational contexts of the district attorney offices they work in—are likely to be influential.\textsuperscript{160} Mixed methods research combining focus groups, surveys, and quantitative analysis of cases finds that, despite putting great emphasis on the value of consistency in practice, prosecutors employ a wide range of styles in plea bargaining, meaning plea offers can differ markedly simply as a function of the prosecutor assigned to the case.\textsuperscript{161} However, earlier research conducted in the 1980s suggests that this variation can be constrained, to a degree, by the level of control the local district attorney places on the plea bargaining practices of their staff.\textsuperscript{162}

**Plea bargaining outcomes**

Given the centrality of guilty pleas to the day-to-day functioning of the courts and to the vast majority of people’s experiences of the justice system, it is important to understand the impact that plea bargaining has on case outcomes. Specifically, researchers have attempted to discern just how much of a bargain people may receive when they plead guilty (or, conversely, how much worse their punishment may be if they go to trial). A related question also arises: are the benefits of plea bargaining large enough to coerce innocent people to plead guilty? And if so, how often does this happen? As described below, studies that have sought to address these questions have, in the process, revealed how complex and opaque the system truly is.
How much of a bargain is a plea bargain?

The process of plea bargaining is predicated on the contention that prosecutors can offer people the opportunity for more favorable outcomes if they plead guilty rather than take their cases to trial. (Whether this more favorable outcome is best characterized as a “plea discount” or a “trial penalty” is the subject of some debate.) However, the typical magnitude of this disparity in punishment is uncertain. Some researchers have found evidence of a large difference in sentencing outcomes. Others have suggested that the difference may be minimal (or even, as in one study, nonexistent)—although, as discussed below, these studies have been critiqued on methodological and conceptual bases.

One study does provide evidence of a substantial trial penalty. Researchers looked at serious violent felonies resolved in Pennsylvania trial courts in the late 1990s using regression models to measure the relationship between plea bargaining and sentencing while accounting for other important factors (such as the severity of the offense and the defendant’s characteristics). They found that the odds of incarceration were 2.7 times greater for people tried by a jury than for those who pled guilty. In addition, sentence lengths were 57 percent longer for people convicted by trial jury compared to those who pled guilty.
Research has found, however, considerable variation in the magnitude of plea discounts both between and within jurisdictions. This is perhaps unsurprising given the varying levels of constraint in the use of plea bargaining that prosecutors work under in different states: jurisdictions vary in the use of, and adherence to, plea bargaining guidelines, and district attorneys maintain varying levels of oversight and control over assistant attorneys’ plea deal offers. One analysis of sentencing data from five states from 1997 to 2004 used regression analyses to compare the sentence lengths received following pleas, bench trials, and jury trials, while controlling for case and defendant characteristics. In each state and for most offenses, sentences received after jury trial were significantly longer than those received following a plea; there was, however, notable variation by jurisdiction and offense. In Maryland, at one end of the spectrum, jury trials for heroin distribution cases resulted in incarceration sentences that were 350 percent longer than those given following a plea. Similarly, cocaine distribution cases disposed of by jury trial were seven times more likely to result in incarceration than those settled through a plea. In Washington State, however, there was no significant difference in sentence length among cases resolved through plea, bench trial, or jury trial for five of the 12 offenses studied. Still, despite the variation, the researchers concluded that “judges and prosecutors are imposing more lenient sentences for defendants who plead guilty.” This is, in essence, the “bargain” underlying the entire plea bargaining process.

In federal criminal courts, plea discounts are baked into the system, with sentencing guidelines allowing for sentence reductions when a person “accepts responsibility” for the alleged crime—a condition that a guilty plea can satisfy. A study looking at 207,000 federal cases from 2006 to 2008 demonstrates the potential impact of these guidelines. The study used regression analysis to control for a range of case and defendant characteristics, including offense severity, and found that the average custodial sentence imposed at trial was 64 percent longer than sentences reached through pleas. As in state courts, the researchers found substantial variation by crime type—with firearms trial sentences being 29 percent longer than pled sentences, while larceny and theft offenses were associated with a 137 percent trial penalty.

A similar study of 115,000 federal convictions from 2000 to 2002 (in which 5 percent of cases were resolved at trial, and 95 percent through
a guilty plea) found that, after accounting for various case and defendant characteristics, including offense severity, incarceration sentence lengths were 45 percent longer for people convicted at trial than those convicted through a plea.\textsuperscript{181} (The slightly lower trial penalty detected here may be because this study excluded cases that resulted in a probation sentence, whereas the previous study included these as zero-length sentences of incarceration).\textsuperscript{182} However, trial penalties were not solely a product of sentencing guidelines; after guideline-based sentencing changes were controlled for, people convicted at trial were still found to receive sentences 16 percent longer than people who pled guilty.\textsuperscript{183}

Two recent studies have attempted to cast doubt on the potential “benefits” of pleading guilty (such as reduced sentences), both claiming that people may, on average, experience better outcomes by choosing to go to trial due to the possibility of acquittal.\textsuperscript{184} The first, a study of more than 91,000 misdemeanor cases accepted for prosecution in 2010 and 2011 in New York City, partially corroborated the results of previous research, finding that people convicted at trial were more likely to be incarcerated, faced longer probation sentences, and received larger fines than people who pled guilty—and that these differences remained after controlling for case and defendant characteristics.\textsuperscript{185} (The researchers were unable to control for the effects of pretrial detention on case outcomes due to missing data.)\textsuperscript{186} However, the study also found that two cases out of every five that went to trial resulted in acquittals—a far higher acquittal rate than expected.\textsuperscript{187} This, the researchers concluded, suggests that more people may benefit from taking a case to trial than currently do so.\textsuperscript{188}

There are, however, significant caveats to this conclusion. Importantly, fewer than 0.5 percent of cases in the study’s sample actually went to trial—and those that resulted in conviction, on average, had more severe sentences than cases in which a person pled guilty.\textsuperscript{189} With such a tiny fraction of cases going to trial, it is possible that these are exceptional cases that differ from the average case in unmeasured ways—in fact, the study found that people represented by private attorneys, who presumably had more resources and who may have had cases deemed more ‘winnable,’ were more likely to go to trial—and that the high acquittal rate would not be sustained should more people choose not to plead guilty.\textsuperscript{190} The researchers also do not consider the length of time people may spend in jail awaiting an eventual acquittal and the harms that such pretrial detention
precipitates. However, the finding that 99.6 percent of these misdemeanor cases were resolved through a guilty plea suggests that the plea bargaining process is substantially different for misdemeanor cases than it is for felonies.\textsuperscript{191} (See “Misdemeanor justice and plea bargains” at page 16.)

The second study, a contentious examination of more than 40,000 felony cases resolved before 2004 in Cook County (Chicago), Illinois, went further by concluding that not only is there no real trial penalty, but there is, in fact, a “trial discount.”\textsuperscript{192} The researcher found that, if all sentences were averaged with acquittals counted as “zero-year” sentence lengths, trials resulted in sentences 14 months shorter than guilty pleas.\textsuperscript{193} (However, when acquittals were not counted, people who were convicted at trial were found, as in other studies, to be more likely to receive a custodial sentence and to receive longer sentences than those who pled guilty.)\textsuperscript{194} The results and methodology of this study have been heavily criticized, however. The analysis assumes that people who pled guilty would have the same chances of acquittal as those who went to trial—which is unlikely to be true.\textsuperscript{195} Furthermore, the study categorizes a large number of cases as acquittals that were, in fact, other forms of case termination—such as cases that were terminated when a person failed to return to court, cases transferred to other jurisdictions, or cases transferred to immigration enforcement—thus substantially inflating the likelihood of “acquittal” even though the people involved were likely to have been convicted later or in another court.\textsuperscript{196} Finally, the study does not consider people who were held in pretrial detention but then acquitted at trial to have been incarcerated, despite the fact that they may have experienced a significant amount of time in custody.

The studies reviewed here demonstrate that the magnitude of the average plea discount, or trial penalty, differs between jurisdictions and offenses. Furthermore, the methodological and conceptual choices researchers make in studying sentencing outcomes can also create large disparities in findings. Despite this disagreement, there is a consensus that, if a person is to be convicted and sentenced, it will be better for them if this happens following a plea, not a trial.\textsuperscript{197}
Are innocent people induced to plead guilty?

The incentives offered through plea bargaining, or the penalties associated with going to trial, may be substantial enough to induce people who are innocent of a crime to plead guilty. This is perhaps especially true for lower-level cases in which a guilty plea may hasten case disposal and secure a person’s release from custody. (See “Misdemeanor justice and plea bargains” at page 16.) Innocent people charged with more serious crimes may still be induced to plead guilty, either to avoid a harsher punishment at conviction or, if they are already incarcerated but likely to win their case (and exoneration) on appeal, to secure an immediate release from prison on a sentence of time served rather than wait out a lengthy appeal process.

Estimating the frequency with which this happens is, however, challenging; researchers have primarily approached the question using defendant interviews and analyses of exonerations, both of which, as described below, come with significant limitations. Such challenges mean that little research has been conducted specifically on guilty pleas. Research into false admissions of guilt has tended to focus more on false confessions to the police—and the coercive tactics used in interrogation—and less on false guilty pleas made to prosecutors or the conditions that make them more likely. Researchers hypothesize that false guilty pleas may be more common than false confessions because promises of leniency (via reduced charges or at sentencing), which may be very compelling to people, are not permitted during police interrogations. Despite these limitations, research does appear to confirm that, among the millions of cases that are settled through guilty pleas each year, a meaningful number of people are actually innocent of the crimes with which they were charged. For example, in a 2018 study of 166 attorneys, 148 of the participants said that they had been involved in at least one case in which their client chose to plead guilty despite maintaining their innocence.

Self-reported innocence

Interviews with justice-involved people suggest that false guilty pleas may be disturbingly common—at least among people who might be considered
especially vulnerable, such as young people or those with mental illnesses. A survey of more than 1,200 people with mental illnesses who were currently in jail or facing criminal charges in court found that more than one-third—37 percent—reported having falsely pled guilty at some point in their lives. In making these false guilty pleas, the majority stated that they were motivated to do so by the desire “to end the questioning, get [out] of jail, or go home.” In an interview study of nearly 200 incarcerated boys between the ages of 14 and 17 years old, nearly one-fifth of participants reported having made false guilty pleas during their lives. In 51 percent of these cases, the young people reported that they had made a false guilty plea in order to avoid more severe consequences and lessen the punishment they received. The likelihood that a young person reported a false guilty plea increased with the number of high pressure tactics they said they had been exposed to by lawyers (such as threats of greater punishment or the use of deception).

Exonerations

Another way of studying innocence among people who plead guilty is to look at cases that were subsequently overturned in court—often through the discovery of new evidence, such as DNA. Exonerations following guilty pleas are not common for several reasons: first, guilty pleas are often given in exchange for a reduced sentence or release from jail, diminishing the perceived urgency or necessity of proving someone’s factual innocence; second, if someone has pled guilty, it is more difficult to convince others of their innocence or that it is appropriate to invest the resources needed to investigate and secure an exoneration; and third, by pleading guilty, people may lose access to mechanisms of appeal and due process that would facilitate the exoneration process. Nevertheless, a small number of studies have shown that innocent people can be compelled to plead guilty.

One study looked at 466 felony convictions, spanning from 1989 through 2011, in which the accused were later proven to be factually innocent and were exonerated. The researchers found that in approximately 8 percent of these cases, the person was convicted following a guilty plea. Similarly, research conducted by the Innocence Project into 362 convictions that were overturned through DNA evidence found
that people in 11 percent of these cases had pled guilty. Researchers in studies such as these are unable to estimate the frequency of false guilty pleas more generally because the sample they are drawn from—cases overturned through exoneration—do not reflect the typical case. They are also limited in their generalizability because they focus on felony cases, with the majority of convictions in the samples being for homicide and sex offenses. The results of these studies do not, therefore, indicate the frequency of false guilty pleas in lower-level felony or misdemeanor cases. Indeed, exonerations for lower-level cases—in which exculpatory scientific evidence might not exist and in which people are less motivated to spend time and resources proving someone’s innocence—almost never happen. Academics theorize, however, that it is for lower-level charges, where the stakes of pleading guilty are lower and the benefits of a faster case resolution are higher, that false guilty pleas may be most common.

Much of what has been learned through exonerations about innocent people being compelled to plead guilty to misdemeanors comes from Harris County (Houston), Texas. Indeed, while only 4 percent of exonerations in the United States from 1989 to 2011 were for misdemeanor cases (85 out of 2,145 cases), 67 percent of these cases come from Harris County. Unlike most other parts of the country, Harris County operates...
a drug lab that continues to test substances collected by the police even after the case has concluded.\textsuperscript{217} The county has uncovered hundreds of felony and misdemeanor cases in which innocent people pled guilty to drug possession.\textsuperscript{218} A review of the misdemeanor cases found that the majority of people pled guilty in order to be released from jail as they were otherwise unable to afford bail; pleading not guilty would likely have resulted in several more months in jail, with the prospect of years in prison if found guilty at trial.\textsuperscript{219} (See “Misdemeanor justice and plea bargains,” on page 16.) Indeed, researchers have hypothesized that, at least for lower-level charges, factually innocent people may feel the greatest pressure to plead guilty as it is to these people that prosecutors, faced with little compelling evidence of their guilt, will make their most generous plea offers in order to secure a conviction.\textsuperscript{220}

Ultimately, research shows what is known intuitively—that cases exist in which the plea offer made, and the opportunity to be released from jail, effectively coerce people who are factually innocent into pleading guilty. The scale of this problem, however, remains difficult to determine.\textsuperscript{221}
Conclusion: Limitations and future directions

Admittedly, the dynamic and iterative nature of plea bargaining—a largely undocumented process that permeates the entire life of a criminal case, long or short—presents significant challenges to researchers trying to identify and isolate relationships between key variables and plea bargaining practices or outcomes. Plea bargaining neither occurs at a single moment in time, nor is it a definitive quantifiable product that remains constant. Rather, it is a complex, interactive dialogue involving multiple people and various considerations, many of which are beyond the purview of current criminal justice data collection capabilities (such as transaction costs, financial access, or psychological and cognitive biases) and, therefore, remain largely untested and unaccounted for in current research.

As a result, pathways to a negotiated plea deal are not likely straightforward, nor as easily predictable as some research, given limited datasets, may suggest. For example, reducing a person’s choice whether to accept a plea offer to a single factor—the hypothetical case outcome if the case were to go to trial—is perhaps too simplistic a frame. It not only ignores the inherently coercive nature of pretrial detention, but also structural factors (poor lawyering, agency costs, and lawyers’ self-interest) and individual psychological or behavioral ones (such as overconfidence, self-serving biases, denial mechanisms, and risk preference) that shape people’s actions and motives in ways that can heavily influence plea bargaining processes, behavior, and outcomes. Given this complex nature, it is understandable why existing studies fail to satisfactorily describe, explain, or prove the full suite of factors that influence plea bargaining behavior and outcomes—and why definitive answers are difficult to discern.

The result is a mix of complicated, nuanced, and sometimes contradictory research findings. For example, when researchers have compared bargained-for sentences and sentences that would have resulted from trial, only some researchers found evidence of a large difference.
Nor, evidently, has it been easy for researchers to estimate the true scale of innocent people induced to plead guilty, as data and sampling issues limit studies to only those cases in which people had been exonerated—the tiniest subset of total cases and likely not representative of the typical American criminal case. Although these mixed results are likely due to differences in methodological approaches and sample types, it would be unwise to underestimate the inherent difficulty of putting together the various pieces of the “plea-bargaining puzzle.” And only a handful of researchers have managed to design studies that attempted to capture the motivations and factors influencing the people pleading guilty or the bargaining power and resources of their defense counsel.

Only by recording plea bargaining processes and decisions and by making these records available can U.S. courts and prosecutors begin to be held accountable.

Ultimately, the lack of clarity regarding the administration and impacts of plea bargaining is perhaps the most important thing that research has revealed. Guilty pleas account for the vast majority of criminal case outcomes and, as such, form the bedrock of the U.S. criminal legal system. That plea bargaining should remain so obscured, that its biases and injustices should prove so impervious to being seen and understood, is beyond problematic. Fixing the major failings of America’s justice system—including mass incarceration and systemic racism—is made exponentially more difficult when the most common and most fundamental of court operations is largely invisible. It is therefore incumbent upon court actors, legislators, advocates, researchers, and the community to demand a system that embraces greater transparency. Only by recording plea bargaining processes and decisions and by making these records available can U.S. courts and prosecutors begin to be held accountable.
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c Mabry v. Johnson, 467 U.S. 504, 508 (1984) [“Because each side may obtain advantages when a guilty plea is exchanged for sentencing concessions, the agreement is no less voluntary than any other bargain-for-exchange.”], https://perma.cc/JS5J-BAPT; and Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 752 (1970) [“It is this mutuality of advantage that perhaps explains the fact that, at present, well over three-fourths of the criminal convictions in this country rest on pleas of guilty….”], https://perma.cc/D5R9-L4FO. For other cases where courts have used the contract analogy, see Puckett v. United States, 556 U.S. 129, 136 (2009) [“Although the analogy may not hold in all respects, plea bargains are essentially contracts.”], https://perma.cc/7MYG-FXX3; and Frye, 566 U.S. at 8 [“Bargaining is, by its nature, defined to a substantial degree by personal style…. It may be neither prudent nor practicable to try to elaborate or define detailed standards for the proper discharge of defense counsel’s participation in the [plea bargaining] process.”]


e For example, while California defines plea bargaining by statute as “any bargaining, negotiation, or discussion between a criminal defendant, or his or her counsel, and a prosecuting attorney or judge, whereby the defendant agrees to plead guilty or nolo contendere, in exchange for any promises, commitments, concessions, assurances, or consideration by the prosecuting attorney or judge relating to any charge against the defendant or to the sentencing of the defendant,” that section of the code does not contain standards for those negotiations. Cal. Penal Code § 1192.7, https://perma.cc/VBG5-SCWA. The legislature later added a separate law that “requires that a defendant’s guilty plea be knowing, intelligent, and voluntary” and defines those terms. Cal. Penal Code § 1016.8, https://perma.cc/GR2F-7YZA. Also see Wash. Rev. Code § 9.94A.421, https://perma.cc/W39A-PLZF; and Wash. Rev. Code § 9.94A.431 https://perma.cc/C8Y7-AUSZ. Other states have chosen to promulgate administrative rules or court rules rather than statutes to govern the process of plea bargaining. See for example MD Rules, Rule 4-243, https://perma.cc/GS44-SZKN; Mass. Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 12, https://perma.cc/3WML-AVU; and Ohio Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 11, https://perma.cc/G9JZ-PBTQ.


h Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357, 363 (1978) [“[i]n the give-and-take of plea bargaining, there is no such element of punishment nor retaliation so long as the accused is free to accept or reject the prosecution’s offer.”], https://perma.cc/P5DW-KG8B.

i Brady, 397 U.S. at 750, 756; and Corbitt v. New Jersey, 439 U.S. 212, 218-219 (1978) [“[T]here is no per se rule against encouraging guilty pleas. We have squarely held that a State may encourage a guilty plea by offering substantial benefits in return for the plea.”], https://perma.cc/S7F3-NHHS. Also see Mezzanatto, 513 U.S. at 209-210 (1996) [“The plea bargaining process necessarily exerts pressure on people to plead guilty and to abandon a series of fundamental rights. ….”]. In addition to giving up their right to trial by pleading guilty, people also give up accompanying guarantees—including their right of confrontation and cross-examination of witnesses, right to a jury, right against self-incrimination, and the right only to be convicted on proof beyond a reasonable doubt. See for example H.M. Emory, “The Guilty Plea as a Waiver of Rights and as an Admission of Guilt,” Temple Law Quarterly 44 (1970).

j United States v. Pollard, 959 F.2d 1011, 1021 [D.C. Cir. 1992], https://perma.cc/U77F-9VXH. However, guilty pleas may be voidable (subject to annulment by a court at the request of a party) when the prosecution has threatened physical harm, threatened to use false testimony, or threatened additional prosecutions. Santobello,
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In Santobello, the Court held that a prosecutor may not trick a person into pleading guilty. It also held that, once a binding plea agreement has been entered into, prosecutors may not renege on their promises. Santobello, 404 U.S. at 266-267. In Santobello, the original prosecutor for the case had agreed to make no recommendation as to sentencing. However, by the time the plea was entered, a new prosecutor had been assigned to the case and recommended the maximum sentence. The judgment (and sentence) was vacated and the case remanded to the state courts to decide whether the guilty plea should be accepted on its original terms (and the petitioner re-sentenced by a different judge) or allowed to be withdrawn.

See for example Corbitt, 439 U.S. at 218-219 [promise of leniency]; Brady, 397 U.S. at 752 [threatening the death penalty]; and Bordenkircher, 434 U.S. 357 [threatening to prosecute under a different charge with a mandatory life sentence]. See also United States v. Goodwin, 457 U.S. 368, 380-383 (1982) [no presumption of vindictiveness although harsher charges were not filed until after accused claimed his right to jury trial], https://perma.cc/J5U6-WQYD; United States v. Usher, 703 F.2d 956, 958 (6th Cir. 1983) [concluding that the person’s guilty plea was not coerced when he was required to plead guilty in order for his wife to get a reduced term], https://perma.cc/Y9D3-AMCT; and Harman v. Mohn, 683 F.2d 834, 836-838 (4th Cir. 1982) [holding that the person's guilty plea was not coerced when the government agreed not to prosecute his wife in exchange for a plea], https://perma.cc/OK9D-3CW5.

Henderson v. Morgan, 426 U.S. 637, 647 (1976) (holding that a person must understand the nature of the charges against him but need not comprehend every element of the charged offense(s), only those elements considered critical), https://perma.cc/7FSZ-4KAA; Bousley v. United States, 523 U.S. 64, 618-619 (1998) [estabishing that if the accused is misinformed about the elements of the offense, the plea is constitutionally invalid], https://perma.cc/8BFJ-T4KS; and Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 243 & n.5 (1969), [holding that people must understand the constitutional rights waived by pleading guilty and that this understanding cannot be presumed from silence], https://perma.cc/5S22-S9S4.

See Fed. R. Crim. P. 11, https://perma.cc/P2X3-WJC6. For examples of comparable state rules, see N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law § 220, https://perma.cc/J37T-8LON; Tex. Crim. Proc. Code Ann. § 27, https://perma.cc/6S9B-UCXG; and Cal. Penal Code § 1002-12. Also see Julian Cook III, “Federal Guilty Pleas: Inequities, Indigence and the Rule 11 Process,” Boston College Law Review, 60, no. 4 (2019), 1074 (discussing the plea colloquies in Lee v. United States and Class v. United States). In general, the court also has the responsibility not to enter judgment before determining that there is a factual basis for the plea. However, the factual basis of a plea need not be accurate or complete. See Fed. R. Crim. P. 11. The evidentiary support for a plea’s factual basis can come from a variety of sources—from the prosecution’s recitation of facts, a pre-sentence report, witnesses, admissions from defendants, or even preliminary hearings. See Brandon Garrett, “Why Plea Bargains Are Not Confessions,” William & Mary Law Review 57, no. 4 (2016), 1415, 1428-1431, https://perma.cc/SS2A-TXUE. People can also plead guilty while simultaneously protesting their innocence—these guilty pleas are known as “Alford pleas,” after the case of North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25, 36 n.8 (1970) [accused agreed to plead guilty and accept the maximum sentence that could be imposed judicially—a term of 30 years’ imprisonment—rather than face a jury trial, which had the option of imposing a death sentence; the court held that this was a valid choice among his options and that the plea was valid despite containing a statement that the person had not committed the crime to which he pled guilty], https://perma.cc/DH8V-BET8.
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“Displaced sentencing discretion? The impact of sentencing guidelines on charge bargaining practices”  p. 36

a. Until the late 1970s, judges had unfettered discretion to fashion sentences subject only to statutory maximums. As a result, criminal sentences were not only inconsistent and unpredictable, but also rife with unwarranted disparities between similarly situated offenders. Academic commentators highlighted a “gross disparity in sentencing, with different sentences imposed upon similar offenders who have committed similar offenses by the same judge on different days, different judges on different days, different judges on the same day, and different judges in different jurisdictions.” See Richard Singer, “In Favor of ‘Presumptive Sentences’ Set by a Sentencing Commission,” Crime & Delinquency 24, no. 4 (1978), 401, 402. In her dissent in Blakely v. Washington, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor noted that unguided sentencing discretion “inevitably resulted in severe disparities in sentences received and served by defendants committing the same offense and having similar criminal histories. Indeed, rather than reflect legally relevant criteria, these disparities too often were correlated with constitutionally suspect variables such as race.” 542 U.S. 296, 315 (2004) (O’Connor, J., dissenting).


g. Ibid., 175.

h. Unlike other states with presumptive sentencing guidelines, Ohio does not have a sentencing grid. Presumptions, required findings or factors, or other guidance, including sentencing ranges, are contained in the criminal code for each criminal offense.
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h. Unlike other states with presumptive sentencing guidelines, Ohio does not have a sentencing grid. Presumptions, required findings or factors, or other guidance, including sentencing ranges, are contained in the criminal code for each criminal offense.

Wooldredge and Griffin, “Displaced Discretion, Ohio,” 2005, 301-316. Similar to Miethe’s findings, the researchers also found that any increase in levels of prosecutorial discretion that might have occurred did not result in substantive extralegal disparities in case dispositions.
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